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I. Introduction

Th« Heavy Ion Fusion (HIT) group at Brookhavaa
plant a series of experimental tests of positive
beam neutralisation. Present concepts of pellet
r in ion using heavy ion baam« «avi«ion b«*m param-
eters something lika choaa ia Table I.

TABU I

8 ..(ri-ma of 30 CeV IT

SCQO amparcs/besm for 4 .-.see

3«aa povar 240 x 10 vc t t s

Energy ,96 megsjoules
2

Spot sisa * t pallet 0.1 cm

Problem artss it: whicf. spsct-charge neutrali-
zation v i l l be extmely useful or Indispensable
include:

1. Final focus region—a S to 10 meter drift
region where tha beams are focused from a diam-
eter of savaral centimeters to a fraction of a
centimeter.

2. Final bunching—e 100 to 1000 meter re-
gion in which tha finel stages of bunching from
several tans of amperes intensity to kiloampere
levels occur.

3. Low 3 acceleration*-* conventional ac-
celerator problem area in which the space-charge
lisiits beam brightness.

We are using a 7S0 keV Cockcroft-Walton pra-
acceleretor with a duoplasmatron source to test
various neutralization techniques. Th« source can
deliver ~200 mA of H and -20 mA of Xe+ for
500 u»ec or longer at 5 puliei/sec.
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Fig. 1 The drift tub* dismattr la 6 in . Tha smaller pipes are 3 i n ,
diaa«ter. Vacuum components are nearly a l l aluminum.
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This report gives experimental results of
transverse space charge studies of a 720 keV,
60 aA H beam in a drift region o£ 4.6 oeters. The
beam diameter was ~2 to ~5 CD, depending on inten-
sity and degree of neutralization.

II. Bxperiaental Set Up

The apparatus is shown in rig. 1. The be«m
optics were adjusted, and the eollinator sizea
chosen (in a sequence of steps to be described),
with eha object being to provide a best-focus con-
dition at Sox 2. The best-focus condition was ob-
tained with a low-intensity *aaple of the beam
using a 10% mesh in Box 1. This bean, < 10 aA,
has negligible space-charge blow-up.

the sequence of steps vat:

1. Calculate currents and sat quad triplet XI
to focus * parallel bean at Sox 2.

2. Choose upstream beaai defining collinator
of I 5/3 Inches to match b t » diameter filling
Triplet IX aperture.

3. Adjust source and Triplet I Co gee bright-
est spot on fluorescent screen In Sox 2. Make
visual observation of full bean (107. mesh removed)
spot size to get eatiaae* of space-charge size
change.

4. Choose I Inch aperture downstream colli-
nator eo pass low intensity beam, and to inter-
cept a good fraction of the high intensity bean.

3. Adjust steeling magnets for aaxiniv* cur-
rent to Faraday cup.

6. Recuna quad Triplet II slightly.

In practise, Che above steps were done sever-
al rises in different orders, but we soon arrived
at source, quadrupole, and steering letting! used
throughout the experiment.

The upstream and downstream collimators were
biased to serve as clearing-trapping electrodes
for electrons. Inner sleeves of Al, insulated
from the S inch vacuum pipe, were originally in-
tended to serve this purpose* They were externa-
ly connected to supplement the collimators, as
shown in the details of Fig. 1.

The Faraday cup is a 1/8 Inch thick aluminun
plate of 3 x 4 in.'. The plate la surrounded by
an open-sided aluminum box which is wrapped with
a tungsten wire grid. The box and grid are biased
to -400 V to suppress secondary electrons leaving
the Faraday cup surface, and to exclude electrons
and collect positive, ions from the background.
With H + ac 720 kV, we find chat with no bias the
cup gives 20 to 50% higher signal levels, depend-
ing on the background vacuum condition, apparent-
ly due to vacuum surface layer effects.

III. Experimental Results
Visual observations had shown a bright beam

spot o£ 3/i co I inch diameter, with a halo filling
a temporary 2 1/2 inch aperture. The spot grew
larger with higher intensity, and when -K300 V bias
was applied to the clearing electrodes* These
observations were confirmed with Faraday cup mea-
surements of beam transmitted through the i inch
downstream aperture.

The results are shown in Figs. 2-5. The upper
trace is the beam current monitored by transformer
1 (120 to 140 aA). The lower traces are Faraday
cup currents at 20 mA/div. Figures 2 and 3 show
transmitted current* of 50 mA and IS mA, respect-
ively, corresponding to -300 V and +300 V biases
on th* clearing-trapping electrodes. Even ilth
electrotlet at ground potential,'Fig. 4 shows that

Fig. 2 Upper trace, bean monitor (transformer I)
at 100 sA/div. Lower tract, Faraday cup
current at Box 2 at 20 mA/dlv. The elec-
trodes are biased -300 V. Result la same
fro« +20 - -300 V

Fig. 3 Upper trace, bean monitor (transformer I)
at 100 mA/div. Lower trace, Faraday cup
current at Box 2 at 20 mA/div. The elec-
trodes are biased +300 V.



neutralization occurs. Above +240 7 clearing
potential, l i t t l e further ^-neutralization occur*
*M shown in rig. 4.

Fig. 4 Multiple exposure. Ilectrod« blaa varied
fro* 0 - +320 V in 40 V stepe. Mo further
decrees* in craaaadsslon above +240 V.

Figure s thova that for eh* 101 beea, there
la no chans* in transmission, when the clearing
electrode polarity la switched.

Fig. 5 Double exposure, to show that the 101
beam has ssm* transmission with + or
-300 V electrode bias. Tb* current la
5 aeVdiv.

The rise time of tb* b*eai current algnal i s
due to the rise tim* of thg source. We applied a
+130 V square pulse to Eh* clearing electrodes,
falling to ground when the beaat had stabilised,
and obeerv«d that the transmission (therefore the
neutralisation} changes level within 1 us*c. this
is shown in Fig. 6.

Fig. 6 k squar* wave voltage of +130 V la applied
to the electrodes at t • 0, and removed
at t % 60 }*iec. The baas transmission in-
creases in - I ustc.

We conclude that the bea> la rapidly s*lf«
nautrallxln*. Furthermore, ainca increasing the
clearing biaa abov* +240 V has no effect (w« want
aa high aa I kV) we think that the electron re-
moval Is nearly complete*

IV. Olicusaion of Results

The change In H+ beam transmission that we
obtain with this particular geometry is short of a
fundamental result. From an accelerator applies"
tlons point of view, we would Ilk* to know the
limiting baa* brightness (tha quantity intensi-
ty/transverse emit canes)*) we can obtain with neu-
tralisation. From c beam propagation theory view-
point, wa need to know tha source of :he neutrali-
zation electrons, properties of th* potential wall
of th* B*~ beam, properties- of th* background
plasma, and th* degree of neutralization achieved*
However, at this stage we can make two important
conclusion! deecrlbed in A and S below.

A. Th* chant* in transmission observed is
consistent with corslet* neutralization in the
drift olP* for grounded or netative electrode*.
end with complete d*-neutreliz*tion in th* cas*
of > +240 V electrodes. Th* spec* charge calcula-
tlon of th* b*am blow up goes as follows: A zero-
current optics calculation yields a 1 in. dlaa-
etar spot alza at 4.6 maters for a beam of
* • •mittance/rr • 7 x 10 oeter-radisni, with a
2 in. affective aperture at eh* focal plane of
Triplet II . Assuming a uniform charge distribu-
tion in x-y space tha focal spot vs. current with
space-charge forces i s as shown in Table IX.



Current (aA)

1
10
20
30
40
50
60

TABLE XI

Spot Radius (cs)

1.27
1.54
1.38
2.25
2.61
2.97
3.32

The ratio of the spot area at 60 aA from
Table II to the 1 in. aperture is 6.3. Vt observe
transmitted current ratios of 3 to 4. If we
choose a aoaller c (say, that corresponding to a
3/4 In. spot), we can obtain agreement with the
experiment. It is aisleading to make that kind
of fit, however, since our assumption or a uni-
fom xy distribution is probably not valid. Henca,
we say that our results are consistent with 100%
neutralization! but we have not demonstrated neu-
tralization to that degree.

B. Background gas ioninclon cannot be the
main aource of the electrons. The neutraliza-
tion time of I jisec from Fig, S cannot be pro-
duced with Che largest estimates of the ioniiacion
cross aectioni and the taost optieistic assumption
about electron trapping in the potential well of
the beam. Moreover, measurements of the current
to the electrodea in the clearing node, allowing
for positive beam cancellation (including second-
ary electron emission), yield M O O a* of electron
current. That corresponds to sore tfian one elec-
tron per primary proton in the steady state*

A rough estimate £f the background lonlzation
g;i»>s as follows; An H bcaai of 60 aA fora a
potential well far electrons. For a 1 in. (radius)
beam in a 3 In. (rtdius) pipe the potential Is
•150 V at r • 0, -100 V at r • I In., and 0 V at
r - 3 In.

Differential cross sections for the reaction:

H* (750 keV) + H - H* + H* + e,

£rcn Sates and Griffing* show chat collisions
yielding electrons abevt 50 eV have a negligible
contribution to the cross section. Taking the H2

cross section to be a factor of 2 higher, we get"
: T<5» W*"*" cm'.

The background density at 10"* Torr it
nb - .35 x 10*

3/cm3. (Ion gauges in 3ox 1 and
Box 2 give background pressure readings of 1.2
and 1.3 x 10** Torr, respectively. The ion gauge
correction factor for H2 is 2.2, giving approxim-
ately 4 s 10"* Torr if the background is 1^. If
the background is assumed to be air, there it no
gauge correction, but the cross sections should
be A3'3 5s 4 tiaes higher.)

Taking 10** Torr as an upper Unit the mean
collisional length tc is:

Assuming chat all of the electrons are trapped in
the potential veil, each proton has a .03 probabil-
ity of creating a trapped electron. Thus, it
vould take "12 protons to produce 1 electron in
the pipe, or 12 proton transit tines to produce
10QX neutralisation. Since the proton velocity is
12 n/usec, the transit time for 4.6 ta is .38 ysec.
This gives 4.6 usec for neutralization. In this
linear aodel, it would cake 2.3 usec to reach 50%
neutralization.

A detailed calculation allowing for the col-
lapse of the potential well as neutralization pro-
ceeds, and Integrating the differential form of
the cross section, yields longer tines as shown in
Fig. 7.

e ,M M tec*

Fig. 7 f Is the calculated degree of neutralize*
tion vs. time. As neutralization pro*
ceeds, the potential well is depleted in
this model.

The question reuains, how are the neutraliz-
ing electrons produced? Further measurements of
the rise time are in progress to help resolve this
question. Three inch collars have been placed in
the beam pipe to prevent grazing of the drift pipe
wall, which should reduce secondary electron pro-
duction to ,2 » ,5/proton. The vacuum can be im-
proved. In addition, we have not fully consider-
«d what the Ht component of the beam contributes
to the process.
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